
Algorithmic Differentiation

(no substitute for reading Griewank (2000))

There are several different styles of evaluating derivatives
using computers.

One is by using symbolic mathematics packages such as
Mathematica (http://www.wolfram.com/mathematica) to
give traditional mathematical expressions for the derivatives
of functions, which can be exported into traditional pro-
gramming languages if required.

A second is to replace derivatives in computer programs by
divided differences, typically

f
′
(x) ≈ (f(x + h)− f(x)) / h

or

f
′
(x) ≈ (f(x + h)− f(x− h)) / (2h)

This approach is often used in programs to solve partial dif-
ferential equations where it has proved remarkably success-
ful. When used in the evaluation of derivatives for sensitivity
calculations, it can suffer either from truncation errors when
h is too large, or roundoff errors if h is too small.

If the function f(x) is defined only by a computer program,
or part thereof, neither of the above approaches is apposite,
Instead, we will examine some of the algorithmic differen-
tiation ideas outlined in the Griewank’s book. It is rela-
tively easy to introduce the idea of forward differentiation
of a function using the operator overloading facilities of a
language like C++ (Stroustrup 1991).
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The easiest way to illustrate the idea is with a small pro-
gram. It is well known that any sequence of numbers satis-
fying the Fibonacci recurrence relation

Fn = Fn−2 + Fn−1

has a ratio

rn = Fn / Fn−1

which converges to the golden ratio φ. If we want to explore
the sensitivity of the ratio rn to the starting value F0 after
a certain number of iterations, in other words to evaluate
∂Rn

∂F0
, we can do so by using a C++ class devised for the

purpose, and making minor modifications to the program
which originally computed the ratio.

A full definition of the C++ class Deriv is given in the
handout. The important feature is that each member x of
the class contains two data items x.value and x.deriv, and
that the derivative is computed, along with the value, as
each overloaded operation is performed.

For example, a program statement

z = x ∗ y ;

would be expanded by the compiler into the two statements

z.value = x.value ∗ y.value ;

z.deriv = x.deriv ∗ y.value + x.value ∗ y.deriv ;

so the program is able to compute the forward derivative

with very little modification from the one that simply com-

puted the function.
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/*
Compute the ratio of successive terms in Fibonacci style sequences
*/

#include "deriv.h"
using namespace std;

int main()
{

double a, b;
Deriv first, second, ratio, sum;
int i;

for (;;) {
cout << "\n Enter the first two numbers in the sequence: " << endl;
cin >> a >> b;
if (!cin) {

break;
}
if ( a < 0.0 ) {

break;
}
first = Deriv(a, 1.0);
second = Deriv(b);
first = first * b;
first = b * first;

if (first == second) {
cout << "Starting values are the same" << endl;

}
if (first != second) {

cout << "Starting values are different" << endl;
}

cout << setw(9) <<"F_n " << setw(9) << "F_n+1" << setw(9) << " F_n+2 " << setw(10) << "ratio";
cout << " " << setw(9) << "derivative" << endl;
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for(i=2; i<20; i++) {
sum = first + second;
ratio = sum / second;
cout << setw(9) << first.Getv() << setw(9);
cout << second.Getv() << setw(9);
cout << sum.Getv() << setw(10);
cout << ratio.Getv() << " " << setw(9);
cout << ratio.Getd() << endl;
first = second;
second = sum;

}
}

for (;;) {
cout << "\n Enter x for exp(sin(x)): " << endl;
cin >> a;
if (!cin) {

break;
}

first = Deriv(a,1.0);
second = exp(sin(first));
cout << "value " << second.Getv() << " derivative ";
cout << second.Getd() << endl;

}

return 0;
}

I included the few statements at the bottom to demonstrate

that the derivative computation can be extended by the

class to the usual primitive mathematical functions available

in the language. For abs() we have arbitrarily chosen to

return 0, rather than NAN, for the derivative in situations

like abs(sin(π)) where the derivative does not exist.



A typical output from the program

$ a.out

Enter the first two numbers in the sequence:
1 2
Starting values are different

F_n F_n+1 F_n+2 ratio derivative
4 2 6 3 2
2 6 8 1.33333 -0.222222
6 8 14 1.75 0.125
8 14 22 1.57143 -0.0408163

14 22 36 1.63636 0.0165289
22 36 58 1.61111 -0.00617284
36 58 94 1.62069 0.00237812
58 94 152 1.61702 -0.000905387
94 152 246 1.61842 0.00034626

152 246 398 1.61789 -0.000132196
246 398 644 1.61809 5.05038e-05
398 644 1042 1.61801 -1.92894e-05
644 1042 1686 1.61804 7.36808e-06

1042 1686 2728 1.61803 -2.81433e-06
1686 2728 4414 1.61804 1.07498e-06
2728 4414 7142 1.61803 -4.10606e-07
4414 7142 11556 1.61803 1.56838e-07
7142 11556 18698 1.61803 -5.99066e-08

Enter the first two numbers in the sequence:
-1 0

Enter x for exp(sin(x)):
1.57
value 2.71828 derivative 0.00216464

Enter x for exp(sin(x)):
1.58
value 2.71817 derivative -0.0250168
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The method of computing the forward derivative of a scalar
function is a simple application of the familiar chain rule.
Any variable that is declared to be of type Deriv will have its
derivative computed whenever its scalar value is computed.
In the sample program we have just seen, we have treated
the ratio rn (and the other variables in the program), as
functions of the single variable a which we enter: rn = rn(a).

In actual fact, we could view the program variables including
rn as functions of the two input variables, rn = rn(a, b), and
with a straightforward extension of the class definition, the
program could compute the gradient vector ∇rn(a, b).

In a larger and more general program, we could nominate
the variables we wish to treat as independent variables, and
modify the class definition to incorporate partial derivatives
with respect to each independent variable. As we would
expect that most program variables would be of the modi-
fied class Deriv, the computational effort in computing the
scalar functions and their n partial derivatives which com-
prise the gradient vector should involve both n + 1 times
the storage requirements, and n+1 times the computation
time, of the original program which simply computed its
scalar output.
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Appendix A : Illustrative portions of the class
definition

#include <cmath>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>

typedef double Type;

class Deriv {
private:

Type value;
Type deriv;

public:
Deriv( Type, Type);

Type Getv(void) const { return value; }
Type Getd(void) const { return deriv; }

friend Deriv operator + (const Deriv, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator + (const Deriv, const Type);
friend Deriv operator + (const Type, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator - (const Deriv, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator - (const Deriv, const Type);
friend Deriv operator - (const Type, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator * (const Deriv, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator * (const Deriv, const Type);
friend Deriv operator * (const Type, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator / (const Deriv, const Deriv);
friend Deriv operator / (const Deriv, const Type);
friend Deriv operator / (const Type, const Deriv);
friend bool operator == (Deriv, Deriv);
friend bool operator != (Deriv, Deriv);
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Still a work in progress

/*
friend ostream& operator<<(ostream&, const Deriv&);
friend istream operator>>(istream&, Deriv&);

*/

/*
void operator+=(Deriv);
void operator-=(Deriv);
void operator*=(Deriv);
void operator/=(Deriv);

*/

back to business

friend Deriv abs(Deriv);
friend Deriv sin(Deriv);
friend Deriv cos(Deriv);
friend Deriv exp(Deriv);
friend Deriv sqrt(Deriv);

};
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typical operator definitions

Deriv operator*(const Deriv a, const Deriv b)
{

Deriv c;
c.value = a.value * b.value;
c.deriv = a.deriv * b.value + a.value * b.deriv;
return c;

}
Deriv operator*(const Deriv a, const Type b)
{

Deriv c;
c.value = a.value * b;
c.deriv = a.deriv * b;
return c;

}
Deriv operator*(const Type a, const Deriv b)
{

Deriv c;
c.value = a * b.value;
c.deriv = a * b.deriv;
return c;

}

Deriv cos (Deriv a) {
Deriv b;
b.value = cos(a.value);
b.deriv = -sin(a.value) * a.deriv;
return b;

}

Deriv exp (Deriv a) {
Deriv b;
b.value = exp(a.value);
b.deriv = b.value * a.deriv;
return b;

}
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